Studies related to prognosis in medicine result in a large volume of variables if clinical and laboratory variables are simultaneously accompanied with new imaging techniques; this issue causes problems for classical statistical methods such as logistic and linear regression. Among these cases, emergence of multicollinearity or close linear correlation between regression variables when the number of regression variables is high can be pointed out. Emergence of multicollinearity is inappropriate for ordinary least squares of regression model. PLS is a well-known method for connecting two X and Y data matrices using a multicollinearity model. OPLS is the product of a change which has occurred on PLS method in recent years. Considering application problems of linear regression method, applying an alternative method is a requirement. Using OPLS method can reduce model complexity and develop its power.
Introduction
In studies related to medicine, biology, chemistry, social and behavioral sciences and other sciences, researchers collect data related to several variables. Data related to these variables are called "multivariate data" and multivariate statistical methods are applied for their analysis. In most situations, there are a large number of variables (sometimes more than the number of observations). In such a situation, using multivariate linear regression method is faced with problems due to emergence of multicollinearity (correlation between the variables) because least squares method offers poor estimation of each individual parameter of the model, which may seriously limit application and usage of regression model in inference and prediction. Various methods have been proposed for dealing with the problem of multicollinearity, each of which has specific limitations. So, principal component analysis method was first proposed in ( ), -412 order to solve this problem. Although this method solves multicollinearity problem, the problem of optimal sub-category selection from among the predictors is still left. Principal component regression analyzes X in order to obtain components which can explain X in the best way. In contrast, PLS (partial least squares) regression finds components of X which can predict Y in the best way. OPLS (projection to latent structures) is the improved PLS method, which removes X changes (predictor) that have no correlation with Y (response variable). In mathematical terms, it eliminates systematic changes in X matrix which are perpendicular to Y. Therefore, considering the above-mentioned items, it is required for clinicians to have basic familiarity with novel methods of statistical analysis such as PLS and OPLS. In this article, the possibility of using OPLS and PLS models was discussed by considering appropriate practical examples.
Multicollinearity
Regression models are used in a wide field of application. A serious problem in applying regression model is multicollinearity or close linear correlation between regression variables in case there are many regression variables. Multicollinearity closely depends on regression variables. Close dependence causes difficulty in estimating capability of regression coefficients. Emergence of multicollinearity is inappropriate for ordinary least squares regression analysis. In this situation, variance of estimator of least squares may be highly large and prediction will be inaccurate. On the other hand, the number of observations may be less than that of regression variables; in this situation, there is no invertible matrix and thus no unbiased estimator of unique least squares for the matrix coefficient (1).
Effects of multicollinearity: Although lack of collinearity is not among primary assumptions of regression and does not completely invalidate regression analysis, since it leads to an error in model determination, it can cause difficulties in calculation, interpretation and prediction. Multicollinearity also results in estimating least squares QUOTE which are very large in terms of absolute value. Generally, when there is severe multicollinearity, least squares method offers poor estimation of each individual parameter of the model, which may seriously limit application of regression model for inference and prediction (1).
Methods for Confronting Collinearity Problem:
Re-definition of the model in terms of a set which is smaller than regression variables, conducting preliminary studies which use only subcategories of basic variables, relating Y response to main components of prediction variables which decide on the regression variables that should be eliminated from the model, collecting additional data which is not always possible unfortunately due to economic bounds or lack of access to studied sampling process, ridged regression and so forth are some examples of methods for confronting collinearity problem. In the first two methods, relationships between regression variables are ignored and can lead to unacceptable results (1). 
Partial least squares regression (PLS):
Partial least squares regression is a new method which is a generalization and combination of analysis method of principal components and multicollinearity.
PLS is a model for relating two data matrices of X and Y by a multivariate linear model (3, 4) . Its origin dates back to the 60s, 70s and 80s of previous century when Herman Wold 1 was seriously looking for and interpreting models and methods for social sciences. Father of these algorithms is Herman Wuld (1996) (5). Usefulness of this method is in its ability to analyze data with large errors (noisy), data located on a straight line (collinearity) and even incomplete variables in two X and Y matrices. Accuracy of a PLS model for parameters related to observations (samples, combinations, subjects and items) is improved by increasing the number of suitable X variables (6) . The objective of partial least squares regression is to predict Y using X and describe their common structure. When Y is a vector and X is a high-ranking matrix, this objective can be estimated using partial multiple regression. When the number of predictor variables is more than the number of observations, it is not possible to use ordinary regression method due to multicollinearity. Orthogonal principal components solve problem of multicollinearity; however, problem of selecting an optimal subcategory of the predictors is still left because these components have been selected for describing X, instead of Y.
Therefore, there is no guarantee for the issue that "the principal components which describe X depend on Y". 
OPLS Properties
In semi-empirical modeling, evident advantages of OPLS models include their simplicity compared with PLS method and their easy interpretation since uncorrelated and correlated changes are separated. OPLS offers an improved detection limit for remote data in privileges 3 damage and also statisticians who apply and evaluate these methods in analyzing the data related to damage in order to increase its studying ability and statistical validity. Other epidemiological studies can take advantage of this method using a higher number of dependent variables (14).
The Second Sample:
This study was a prospective study and its general objective was to determine role of Transcranial Doppler in prognosis of ischemic strokes. The studied sample was a set of data obtained from 116 patients with diagnosis of ischemic stroke who were hospitalized in Neurology Unit, Razi Hospital.
During the first week, TCD (Transcranial Doppler) hospitalization was done (for the patients diagnosed with stroke embolic, TCD was done in the first 48 h; in case the first 48 h was passed, they were mostly removed from the study based on re-establishing of blood flow (Ray Canalization) and, for other cases, the first week was acceptable.) Then, UNSS (Unified Neurological Stroke Scale) questionnaires were completed by another person who was unaware of TCD result. Finally, the same person re-completed the forms at the end of 6 months. UNSS form is a simple form for evaluating clinical status of neurological patients and the objective of its design is to facilitate estimating the patients' disability; it can measure awareness, speech, eye movement, walking, muscle strength and power of organs. Transcranial Doppler is a method for evaluating cervical carotid arteries and intracranial vessels which studies hemodynamic situation of vessels (blood flow velocity and its direction) (15) (16) (17) . (Figures 1 and 2 ). 
Discussion and Results:
Although using likelihood estimation and logistic regression methods has some advantages compared to linear regression analysis method, they have some limitations like other regression methods, which include independence of X variables, accuracy of X variables and randomization of error distribution.
Power and missing data are among other concerns for classical regression model (11) . Limitations of these methods require using alternative methods with supplement while being applied in studies which consist of a large number of correlated variables.
The first problem which stems from the large number of variables while using classical regression analysis method (especially, logistic regression) is power requirement. In case the number of variables is more than that of observations, it will be more complicated. Although methods of estimation (maximum conditional and unconditional likelihood) are useful for logistic regression, the correlation between predictor variables which increases by the increase in the number of variables is a problem which should be properly dealt with.
Multiple correlation is also an issue which arises from facing dependant variable (19) . Multiple correlation inflates variances of parameters estimation. Generally, when there is severe multicollinearity, method of least squares presents weak estimation of each individual parameters of the model, which may severely limit application and usage of regression model for inference and prediction (1) . In order to
confront the aforesaid problems, principal component analysis (PCA) has been proposed. Orthogonal principal components can solve multicollinearity problem; but, problem of optimal subcategory selection from among the predictors is still left. These components are chosen to explain X, instead of Y.
Therefore, there is no guarantee for the point that "Principle components which describe X depend on Y".
A well-known method called PLS regression produces a set of main predictor variables. In latent component, interior variables are correlated with each other (11) . Thus, the correlation between predictor variables which seem to be irritating in classical regression methods can be a useful source of information about a group of variables (14) . Therefore, PLS regression methods have many advantages over other classic and traditional methods that are based on components. Independence of variables is not PLS's prerequisite. This method does not suffer from multicollinearity and limitation of various variables. This method can also cope with the problems and average number of missing data in both X and Y variables.
In comparison with classical regression methods in modeling PLS, the statistician will be never forced to extract a set of dummy variables or the calculations which are related to principal variables. For example, a statistician can mention income of a husband and wife together with total income of the couple in a model. But, this case cannot be used in classic regression models because of the concern about being a source of multicollinearity (14) .
There are some major issues about application of PLS model: difficulty of interpretation because of the number of components in the model, arbitrary methodology for definitions of number of components, problems due to the need for pre-processing and impact of effective values. Also, most readers are not familiar with the concept of latent variables and inadequate analysis of orthogonal changes of data (11).
Wold et al. were the pioneers in introducing OSC (orthogonal signal correction) for eliminating systematic changes from matrix X which were unrelated (orthogonal) to Y response variable (20) . Results of OSC in the improved model could be interpreted; but, the main problem of OSC method is about the concerns for pre-processing risks of OSC components and assuring that prediction power does not significantly change (14) .
Another method, as the improved method of PLS, which was later extended was OPLS. The main objective of OPLS is to separate systematic changes in X into two parts; one part is associated with linear relation with Y and another is unrelated to Y (perpendicular to it). Similar to PCA, PLS and other multivariate methods, the first step in OPLS is pre-processing input data (centralizing mean and scaling variance) since there may be some parameters in the model which are affected by increased variance of the variables. OPLS provides a way for eliminating systematic changes in a set of X input data which are not in correlation to Y response data; i.e. eliminating some changes in X which are perpendicular to Y.
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The uncorrelated changes in X are separated from the correlated ones assuming that these changes can be studied and analyzed separately. Removing uncorrelated changes of data before date modeling not only is interesting in terms of prediction but also could improve the interpretation ability of model results (11) . At semi-empirical modeling level, obvious advantages of OPLS models are their simplicity compared with PLS and easy interpretation because uncorrelated and correlated changes are separated. OPLS gives an improved detection limit for remote data in privileges since uncorrelated changes in X can have different statistical distribution from the correlated ones. Another advantage of OPLS is that its presented inner repetition 4 is not time-consuming, which could accelerate calculation process (18) .
The present authors recommend epidemiology experts as well as statisticians to apply and study this model's application in various fields of medicine in order to broaden statistical power and validity of studies. Other epidemiologic studies which deal with a large number of correlated variables can also take advantage of this method. Since this subject is new and there are a limited number of studies in this regard, implementing more studies in various fields is proposed for future works. 
